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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Glutamate imaging (GluCEST) reveals lower brain GluCEST
contrast in patients on the psychosis spectrum
DR Roalf1, RPR Nanga2, PE Rupert1, H Hariharan2, M Quarmley1, ME Calkins1, E Dress1, K Prabhakaran1, MA Elliott2, PJ Moberg1, RC Gur1,
RE Gur1, R Reddy2 and BI Turetsky1
Psychosis commonly develops in adolescence or early adulthood. Youths at clinical high risk (CHR) for psychosis exhibit similar,
subtle symptoms to those with schizophrenia (SZ). Malfunctioning neurotransmitter systems, such as glutamate, are implicated in
the disease progression of psychosis. Yet, in vivo imaging techniques for measuring glutamate across the cortex are limited. Here, we
use a novel 7 Tesla MRI glutamate imaging technique (GluCEST) to estimate changes in glutamate levels across cortical and
subcortical regions in young healthy individuals and ones on the psychosis spectrum. Individuals on the psychosis spectrum (PS;
n = 19) and healthy young individuals (HC; n = 17) underwent MRI imaging at 3 and 7 T. At 7 T, a single slice GluCEST technique was
used to estimate in vivo glutamate. GluCEST contrast was compared within and across the subcortex, frontal, parietal and occipital
lobes. Subcortical (χ2 (1) = 4.65, P = 0.031) and lobular (χ2 (1) = 5.17, P = 0.023) GluCEST contrast levels were lower in PS compared with
HC. Abnormal GluCEST contrast levels were evident in both CHR (n = 14) and SZ (n = 5) subjects, and correlated differentially, across
regions, with clinical symptoms. Our ﬁndings describe a pattern of abnormal brain neurochemistry early in the course of psychosis.
Speciﬁcally, CHR and young SZ exhibit diffuse abnormalities in GluCEST contrast attributable to a major contribution from glutamate.
We suggest that neurochemical proﬁles of GluCEST contrast across cortex and subcortex may be considered markers of early
psychosis. GluCEST methodology thus shows promise to further elucidate the progression of the psychosis disease state.
Molecular Psychiatry advance online publication, 24 January 2017; doi:10.1038/mp.2016.258

INTRODUCTION
Psychosis is a complex brain disorder that often develops in late
adolescence.1–3 There is strong evidence that cortical microcircuitry is abnormal in psychosis. Patients with psychosis, speciﬁcally
schizophrenia (SZ), exhibit progressive brain tissue loss,4,5 reduced
cortical neuropil,6 altered dopaminergic modulation,7,8 and abnormal excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmitter functioning.9–13
Such deﬁcits are also found, to a lesser extent, in youths at-risk for
developing psychosis.14–16 These at-risk youths exhibit attenuated
psychotic symptoms which evolve into frank psychosis about 35%
of the time.17,18 Recent evidence indicates that dysregulation of
the dopamine system in psychosis may be secondary to deﬁcits in
glutamate (for example, NMDA receptor) function,8 hence
measurement of brain glutamate may provide a sensitive marker
early in the disease course and in those at-risk for psychosis.
Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) can identify
abnormal neuronal integrity at the molecular level.8 Changes in
glutamatergic metabolites including glutamate (Glu), glutamine
(Gln) and the combination of glutamate and glutamine (Glx)
appear related to the course of SZ. However, ﬁndings are not
consistent. As documented in a recent meta-analysis,19 glutamatergic metabolites are, on average, higher in clinical cases
compared with controls. But the presence and magnitude of
any elevation depends upon patient subgroup (chronic SZ, highrisk individuals or ﬁrst-episode patients), particular brain region
and medication status. As an illustration, ﬁrst-episode patients
show higher glutamate in the striatum and cerebellum during an

antipsychotic-naive condition as compared with controls; yet
glutamate levels were equivalent after patients received 4 weeks
of antipsychotic medication.20 Other studies have reported lower
glutamate in medicated patients,21,22 and this was true for both
younger and older patients,22 further suggesting that antipsychotic medications may lower glutamate/glutamine levels. In contrast,
young never-treated SZ patients show higher glutamate levels in
medial prefrontal cortex21 and higher glutamine in the anterior
cingulate and thalamus,23 although several studies report the
opposite or null effects within many of these regions (see Poels
et al.8 for review). Finally, postmortem studies corroborate
glutamate system dysfunction in patients with SZ through reports
of altered glutamate receptor binding, transcription and protein
expression in SZ.24–26
MRS ﬁndings in clinical high risk (CHR) are even less
consistent.19,27 Meta-analytic results indicate that CHR individuals
show elevated Glx only within the medial frontal cortex,19 whereas
speciﬁc studies indicate lower,15,16,28–30 higher29–35 and no
difference36–38 in glutamate (or glutamate/glutamine) in several
brain regions in an assortment of CHR cohorts, including clinically
and genetically high-risk samples followed longitudinally. In
addition, several studies indicate that glutamate levels, particularly
in the striatum, are associated with the transition to
psychosis.15,16,28,33 In CHR, lower thalamic glutamate levels are
both positively and negatively associated with gray matter volume
in regions across the cortex,29 many of which are critical in the
pathogenesis of psychosis. Furthermore, CHR individuals show
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hypermetabolism, as measured by cerebral blood volume, in the
hippocampus39 that is associated with gray matter volume loss,
predicts conversion to psychosis and corresponds with animal
models suggesting excess extracellular glutamate may regulate
volume loss. Thus, the role and time course of glutamate changes,
particularly early in the course of psychosis, remain unclear.
In vivo measurement of neurotransmitter levels can provide
insight into the functional role of brain structures. However,
quantiﬁcation of neurotransmitters across the cerebrum is limited
with spectroscopic techniques. Recently, we implemented a novel
MRI method for measuring brain glutamate (Glu) in human
cortex,40,41 based on glutamate chemical exchange saturation
transfer (GluCEST). Brieﬂy, CEST measures brain metabolites/
macromolecules with exchangeable protons (–OH, –NH2, –
NH).42–46 When magnetization from the exchangeable protons
of a metabolite (for example, glutamate) is saturated with a
frequency-selective radiofrequency pulse (in this case tuned for
amine group protons), a proportional decrease of the water signal
results from the exchange mediated accumulation of saturated
protons in the bulk water pool. The difference between these two
water signals obtained with and without saturation of the
metabolite pool is measured as the CEST effect. Thus, the change
in free water magnetization, whille selectively saturating the
exchangeable protons of the metabolite, represents a measure of
the metabolite content. GluCEST has higher sensitivity than
traditional MRS for measuring glutamate40 and animal models
indicate that GluCEST contrast has a major contribution (470%)
from glutamate.40 Although the combined contribution from
other amines, amides and creatine can be as high as 30%,40
contribution from glutamine is low.40 GluCEST has been used to
estimate changes in glutamate in mouse models of Alzheimer’s
disease47,48 and Huntington’s disease49 and in the brain41 and
spinal cord of healthy subjects,42 and clinically in epileptic
patients.50 As reviewed by Poels et al.8 in SZ and Treen et al.27
in CHR, there is evidence that glutamate levels are disrupted in
early-stage drug-free patients with SZ and in CHR individuals. Yet,
these ﬁndings are inconsistent and have signiﬁcant limitations,
including study heterogeneity, potential confounding effects of
antipsychotic medication, different ﬁeld strengths and the use of
single-voxel spectroscopy over different brain regions. While the
GluCEST method and our current approach do not overcome all of
these limitations, GluCEST offers speciﬁc advantages including: (1)
higher sensitivity than MRS, (2) the ability to assess glutamate
unconfounded by glutamine and (3) better spatial resolution, as
measurement of brain glutamate is feasible across many brain
regions.
The goal of the current study was to measure GluCEST contrast
levels in individuals on the psychosis spectrum (PS) (SZ+CHR) and
healthy controls (HC) at 7 T using the novel single slice GluCEST
approach that will capture changes in brain metabolites across the
cortex. We hypothesized that SZ+CHR would show regionally
speciﬁc alterations in GluCEST contrast as compared with HC.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
PS participants (n = 21) included both young individuals at high clinical risk
for psychosis and recently diagnosed SZ patients (Table 1). CHR (n = 15), SZ
(n = 5) and HC (n = 21) subjects all received comprehensive clinical
assessments, including a structured diagnostic interview to assess a broad
spectrum of psychosis-relevant experiences. Assessment instruments
included, as appropriate, a modiﬁed version of the Schedule for Affective
Disorders and Schizophrenia for School Age Children—Present and
Lifetime Version (K-SADS-PL),51 the Structured Clinical Interview for DSMIV-TR Axis I Disorders, Patient or Non-Patient Edition (SCID-I)52 and the
Structured Interview for Prodromal Syndromes (SIPS).53 Rating scales
included the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS),54 the Scales for
Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SANS)55 and Positive Symptoms
(SAPS),56 and the Scale of Prodromal Symptoms (SOPS).57 Best estimate
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Table 1.

Participant characteristics
Healthy controls

Psychosis spectrum

HC (n = 17)

CHR (n = 14)

SZ (n = 5)

Sex (n)
Male
Female

8
9

8
6

4
1

Race (n)
Black
White
Mixed/other

6
9
2

8
3
3

1
2
2

Age (mean ± s.d.)
Maternal education

19.6 ±2.5
15.2 ± 2.1

18.4 ± 2.7
14.6 ± 2.3

21.8 ± 2.5
14.6 ± 3.4

SOPS ratings
Positive
Negative
Disorganized
General

0.6 ± 2
0.6 ± 1.4
0.5 ± 1
0.5 ± 0.9

8.5 ± 5.5
7.4 ± 4.7
2.9 ± 2.7
3.1 ± 3.2

21.6 ± 5.1
16.4 ± 5.3
9 ± 7.6
6 ± 3.3

SANS total score
SAPS total score
GAF score
Illness duration (years)

1.9 ± 6.3
0±0
83.8 ± 8.2
N/A

18.9 ± 17.1
10.5 ± 9.4
60.1 ± 10.6
N/A

32.2 ± 18.6
33.8 ± 15
46.4 ± 6.8
2.6 ± 1.1

Current medication (n)
Antipsychotics
Antidepressants

0
0

0
0

3
2

Abbreviations: CHR, clinical high risk; GAF, Global Assessment of
Functioning; HC, healthy controls; SANS, Scales for Assessment of Negative
Symptoms; SAPS, Scales for Assessment of Positive Symptoms; SOPS, Scale
of Prodromal Symptoms; SZ, schizophrenia.

consensus diagnoses were assigned following case review by at least two
doctoral level clinicians.
Subjects were classiﬁed as CHR if they had at least one positive OR two
negative and/or disorganized symptoms rated 3, 4 or 5 on the SOPS,
without meeting criteria for a DSM-IV Axis I psychotic disorder. SZ patients
met DSM-IV criteria for SZ and were within ﬁve years of their age of onset,
deﬁned as unambiguous evidence of overt psychotic symptoms associated
with functional deterioration. HC individuals had no DSM-IV Axis I
psychotic disorder, no super-threshold prodromal symptomatology, no
history of psychosis in a ﬁrst-degree biological relative and no personal
Axis II Cluster A diagnosis. One CHR reported current smoking, but no HC
or SZ were ever smokers. Exclusion criteria are documented in
Supplementary Methods. All subjects provided informed consent or, for
minors, informed assent and parental consent. The Institutional Review
Boards of the University of Pennsylvania and The Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia approved all procedures.

3 and 7 T Structural MRI acquisition and region-of-interest
selection
An optimized within-subject acquisition and analysis pipeline was
implemented (Figure 1a). This procedure is documented in full in the
Supplementary Methods. Brieﬂy, participants underwent both 3 and 7 T
structural scanning to optimize 7 T GluCEST acquisition. FreeSurfer version
5.3 was used to parcellate the 3 T MRI and the Imscribe (cmroi.med.upenn.
edu/imscribe) tool was used to localize the 3 T region-of-interest to the 7 T
MRI, which enabled comparable ﬁeld-of-view placement for GluCEST
acquisition across subjects.

GluCEST acquisition and analysis
The GluCEST imaging parameters were: slice number = 1, slice
thickness = 5 mm, FOV: 220 × 200, Matrix size: 192 × 192, in-plane
resolution = 1.15 × 1.15 mm2, GRE read out TR = 6.2 ms, TE = 3 ms, number
of averages = 1, shot TR = 10 500 ms, shots per slice = 2, with a CEST
saturation pulse at a B1rms of 3.06 μT with 500 ms duration. Raw CEST
© 2017 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature.
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GluCEST Acquisition
3T MRI

FS pipeline

FOV Placement

ROI extraction

Imscribe

7T MRI

GluCEST Processing
B0

B1

ROI extraction &
quantification

Generalized Linear Latent and Mixed Models (GLLAMM) algorithm
implemented in Stata 14.1 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA), with
group, sex, age and lobe or region-of-interest as ﬁxed-effects predictors of
GluCEST contrast and subject as a random effect. The mixed model allowed
all subject data to be included in the analysis, even though some subjects
were missing data for one or more ROIs. The signiﬁcance levels of individual
model parameters were assessed using the Wald statistic with χ2
distribution. Signiﬁcant main effects and interactions were parsed by
post-hoc computation of appropriate linear combinations of the model
coefﬁcients, along with their associated Z-statistic and P-value. Although
the sample size in the current study is small, it was deemed adequate given
the typical sample size in previous MRS studies and the higher sensitivity of
GluCEST. Given the small SZ sample, patients were not analyzed as a
separate group. Rather, initial analyses compared all PS subjects (SZ+CHR)
with HC. Analyses with signiﬁcant PS − HC differences were then repeated
after excluding SZ subjects, to determine if observed deﬁcits were
unambiguously evident in CHR subjects before illness onset. The relationships between GluCEST contrast and clinical or demographic measures
were examined using Pearson correlations, separately within each sample.
Statistical signiﬁcance threshold of Po0.05 was set for all analyses.

CEST

ROI confirmation

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the data acquisition and
analysis. An optimized within-subject acquisition and analysis
pipeline was implemented. (a) Participants underwent both 3 T
and 7 T MRI. At 3 T, structural images were acquired and each
subject’s image was segmented using FreeSurfer. Regions-of-interest
(ROIs) were extracted, registered in real-time to each participant’s
7 T structural scan via Imscribe. This information was then used to
place the acquisition ﬁeld-of-view for 7 T GluCEST. At 7 T, single slice
GluCEST, B0 and B1 maps (5 mm thickness) were collected in midsagittal planes. (b) Placement of the ROIs was validated in ofﬂine
analysis by extracting and registering a corresponding 5 mm slab
from the whole-brain MPRAGE to the GluCEST acquistion volume to
conﬁrm voxel placement. GluCEST contrast (%) was then extracted
from regions of interest and tabulated ofﬂine. GluCEST, glutamate
imaging.
images were acquired at varying saturation offset frequencies from ± 1.5 to
± 4.5 p.p.m. (relative to water resonance) with a step size of ± 0.3 p.p.m.
The equation for calculating GluCEST contrast is: GluCEST
contrast (%) = [(Msat(−3 p.p.m.) − Msat(+3 p.p.m.))/Msat(−3 p.p.m.)] × 100.
GRE images at two echo times (TE1 = 4.24 ms; TE2 = 5.26 ms) were
collected to compute B0 map. B1 map was generated from the two
images obtained using square preparation pulses with ﬂip angles 30° and
60°. Acquisition, time of CEST images, B1 and B0 ﬁeld maps was ~ 12 min.
B0 and B1 inhomogeneity effects in GluCEST maps were corrected using
previously reported methods.40 In addition, voxels with B0 offset 41 p.p.m.
and relative B1 values o 0.3 or 41.3 were excluded in the GluCEST map
calculation. Example GluCEST maps are show in Supplementary Figure 1.
The ﬁnal sample therefore included 19 PS (CHR = 14; SZ = 5) and 18 HC
individuals.
Within the acquisition slab, GluCEST measurements were reported from the
whole slice cortical gray matter and, separately, from the subcortex, frontal,
parietal and occipital lobes (Figures 2b and 3a); overlap of each region of
interest (ROI) across the single slice acquisition is reported in Table 2. Lobar
volumes were estimated and are shown in Supplementary Figure 3.

Statistical analyses
Demographic and clinical group differences were examined with t-tests or
χ2 tests. Differences in GluCEST contrast were assessed using the
© 2017 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature.

RESULTS
Participant characteristics
PS and HC groups did not differ in age, level of education,
maternal education, sex or race distribution (Table 1).
GluCEST in PS
Cortical gray matter GluCEST. There were no signiﬁcant effects of
group (χ2 (1) = 2.84, P = 0.092), gender (χ2 (1) = 0.71, P = 0.40) or age
(χ2 (1) = 0.01, P = 0.91), based on the entire brain tissue included in
the GluCEST acquisition slab, although a clear trend was observed
for group, with lower values in PS.
Lobar GluCEST measures. Mean cerebral GluCEST contrast was
lower, across the three lobes of the cortex, in PS compared with
HC (χ2 (1) = 5.17, P = 0.023). There was also a signiﬁcant effect of
lobe (χ2 (2) = 44.46, P o 0.0001), with lower values apparent in the
frontal lobe, but no interaction between lobe and group (χ2
(1) = 0.56, P = 0.75; Figure 2). There were no effects of age (P = 0.79)
or gender (P = 0.94). The magnitude of the PS deﬁcit was ~ 16% in
frontal, ~ 14% in parietal and ~ 11% in occipital lobes, compared
with HC. A follow-up analysis contrasting just CHR to HC revealed
virtually identical effects of group (χ2 (1) = 4.82, P = 0.028) and lobe
(χ2 (2) = 41.27, P o0.0001). Again, there was no interaction
between group and lobe, and no signiﬁcant effects of age or
gender. Across all subjects, GluCEST contrast was highly correlated
across brain lobes: frontal versus parietal r(36) = 0.78, P o0.0001;
frontal versus occipital r(34) = 0.69, P o 0.0001; parietal versus
occipital r(34) = 0.72, P o0.0001.
Subcortex and sublobar ROIs. Subregional analyses revealed
signiﬁcant main effects of group and ROI within each lobe and
the subcortex, but no interactions between group and subregion
(PS versus HC: subcortex χ2 (1) = 4.65, P = 0.031; frontal χ2 (1) = 7.55,
P = 0.006; parietal χ2 (1) = 7, P = 0.008; Occipital (χ2 (1) = 17.11,
P o0.0001). Excluding SZ patients from the PS sample attenuated,
but did not alter, any of these group effects (CHR versus HC:
subcortex χ2 (1) = 4.45, P = 0.035; frontal χ2 (1) = 4.96, P = 0.026;
parietal χ2 (1) = 5.37, P = 0.020; occipital χ2 (1) = 22.84, P o 0.0001)
(Figure 3). Mean GluCEST contrast % is presented for each lobe
and ROI, by group, in Table 2.
Gray matter volume deﬁcits are commonly reported in PS,58,59
and volume was nominally, but not statistically lower in PS as
compared with HC (Supplementary Results; Supplementary
Figure 3). However, the ﬁndings reported above were not affected
when volume was included as an additional covariate in analyses.
White matter abnormalities are also common in PS,60,61 however,
Molecular Psychiatry (2017), 1 – 8
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Clinical High Risk

Healthy

Schizophrenia

GluCEST contrast (%)

6.5
6
5.5
5
4.5
4
3.5

Frontal

Parietal

Occipital

Subcortex

Whole Brain

Figure 2. (a) An example single slice GluCEST map. (b) Lobar ROIs used for GluCEST data extraction. (c) Mean whole slice, subcortical and lobar
GluCEST contrast (%) measures (± s.e.m.) in healthy individuals, clinical high-risk (CHR) subjects and SZ patients. GluCEST contrast was
signiﬁcantly lower, across the subcortex and three cortical lobes, in the psychosis spectrum sample as a whole and in the CHR sample alone,
when compared with control subjects. GluCEST, glutamate imaging; ROI, region of interest; SZ, schizophrenia.
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0
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Figure 3. (a) Region-of interest labels used for GluCEST data extraction. (b) Z-scores (mean ± s.e.m.) for GluCEST contrast in each region-ofinterest in the frontal (b), parietal (c) and occipital (d) cortices and subcortex (e). Scores for SZ patients and clinical high-risk subjects are scaled
relative to healthy controls who have standardized Z-scores of mean = 0 and s.d. = 1. Note: No normalized GluCEST data was available within
the caudate for patients with SZ as only one patient had viable data within this region. GluCEST, glutamate imaging; SZ, schizophrenia.
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Table 2.

Regional GluCEST contrast (%) values by clinical condition

GluCEST
contrast (%)

Healthy
controls

Mean (s.e.m.)

HC (n = 17)

CHR (n = 14)

SZ (n = 5)

% With
GluCEST

Whole slice cortex

5.64 (0.22)

4.95 (0.43)

4.82 (0.33)

100

Frontal lobe
Superior frontal
Orbital frontal
Anterior
cingulate
Frontal pole
Precentral cortex

5.10
5.04
5.52
5.20

4.19
4.56
4.18
4.41

4.46
4.56
5.48
5.12

(0.31)
(0.58)
(0.56)
(0.35)

100
100
100
100

(0.15)
(0.23)
(0.32)
(0.30)

Psychosis spectrum

(0.42)
(0.44)
(0.46)
(0.50)

4.30 (0.31)
5.32 (0.35)

3.58 (0.57)
4.97 (0.21)

3.18 (0.70)
3.60 (0.60)

97
36

6.01 (0.30)
6.24 (0.35
6.52 (0.28)

5.30 (0.48)
5.46 (0.50)
5.92 (0.48)

4.82 (0.51)
5.84 (0.31)
5.99 (0.32)

100
97
100

6.03 (0.33)
5.19 (0.36)

5.78 (0.37)
5.34 (0.43)

3.84 (0.86)
2.76 (0.92)

72
58

6.09 (0.60)

5.08 (0.70)

4.04 (1.90)

86

Occipital lobe
Cuneus
Lingual cortex
Calcarine cortex
Occipital pole

6.01
6.07
5.81
5.83
6.36

(0.33)
(0.31)
(0.35)
(0.36)
(0.47)

5.15
5.36
5.16
4.49
4.83

(0.43)
(0.40)
(0.37)
(0.42)
(0.68

5.69
5.79
5.54
5.34
5.49

(0.39)
(0.31)
(0.36)
(0.21)
(1.46)

94
94
94
83
75

Subcortex
Accumbens area
Caudate
Thalamus
Ventral
diencephalon

5.41
6.68
4.14
5.38
5.42

(0.35)
(0.33)
(0.35)
(0.40)
(0.31)

4.46
5.09
3.17
5.00
4.57

(0.47)
(0.66)
(0.48)
(0.27)
(0.45)

5.12
5.69
4.53
4.67
5.58

(0.43)
(0.29)
( − )a
(0.37)
(0.62)

100
86
61
100
94

Parietal lobe
Precuneus
Posterior
cingulate
Superior parietal
Postcentral
cortex
Paracentral
cortex

Abbreviations: CHR, clinical high risk; GluCEST, glutamate imaging; HC,
healthy controls; SZ, schizophrenia. % with GluCEST = the percentage of
individuals with usable data from a region-of-interest. aOnly one patient
with SZ provided values.

neither white matter GluCEST nor volume differed between HC
and PS (Supplementary Figure 4).
Exploratory comparison of CHR and SZ. As noted above, ﬁndings
for the entire PS sample (CHR+SZ) and ﬁndings for the CHR
sample alone, were virtually identical when compared with HC.
Hence, these abnormalities are both present and relatively
consistent before the onset of illness. We nevertheless considered,
in an exploratory manner given the small SZ sample that subtler
differences might exist between CHR and SZ. We therefore
repeated all of the analyses, contrasting just CHR and SZ subjects.
There were no differences for the brain slab (χ2 (1) = 0.31, P = 0.58).
However, for the cortical lobar analysis within the CHR resulted in
signiﬁcant group (χ2 (1) = 4, P = 0.045) and group X lobe (χ2
(2) = 8.23, P o 0.016) effects. CHR had slightly lower GluCEST
contrast overall, but also a different distribution proﬁle across the
three lobes. CHR subjects had GluCEST contrast measures that
were lower than SZ in frontal and occipital cortex, but higher in
parietal cortex (Figure 2).
For the subregional analyses within the subcortex we observed
no overall difference between CHR and SZ (χ2 (1) = 1.82, P = 0.18)
and no interaction (χ2 (3) = 2.75, P = 0.43). In the frontal lobe, we
observed no overall difference between CHR and SZ (χ2 (1) = 1.95,
P = 0.16), but a signiﬁcant group × ROI interaction (χ2 (4) = 10.67,
P = 0.030). CHR subjects were lower in the orbital frontal cortex
© 2017 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature.

and anterior cingulate, while SZ subjects were lower in the
precentral cortex. Within the parietal lobe there were, again, no
overall differences (χ2 (1) = 0.81, P = 0.37), but a signiﬁcant two-way
interaction of group × ROI (χ2 (4) = 14.41, P = 0.006), SZ patients
had markedly lower measures in the superior parietal and
postcentral cortices, regions in which CHR subjects were indistinguishable from healthy controls. Finally, for the occipital lobe,
there was an overall, signiﬁcant CHR-SZ difference (χ2 (1) = 4.15,
P = 0.041) without an interaction effect (χ2 (3) = 1.22, P = 0.75)
(Figure 3).
Association with clinical symptoms. Correlations between symptoms and GluCEST contrast were estimated only within the PS
sample. Summary clinical scores are shown in Table 1. As
expected, PS individuals had higher positive and negative
symptoms ratings than HC. SIPS positive (t(32) = 5.80,
P o0.00001), SAPS (t(32) = 4.64, P o0.0001), SIPS negative
(t(32) = 5.99, P o0.00001) and SANS (t(32) = 4.52, P o 0.0001)
scores were all higher in PS. Within the PS sample, higher positive
symptoms, as indexed by SAPS, were associated with lower
parietal GluCEST contrast (Pearson r(17) = − 0.49, P o 0.05). Higher
negative symptoms, as indexed by SANS, were associated with
lower whole slice (Pearson r(17) = − 0.52, P o0.05) and lower
frontal lobe (Pearson r(17) = − 0.52, P o 0.05) GluCEST contrast.
However, these associations did not persist when SZ subjects were
removed from the PS sample.
DISCUSSION
Using a novel imaging technique—glutamate chemical exchange
saturation transfer—we identiﬁed abnormalities of neurochemistry in youth on the PS. GluCEST contrast levels were lower across
subcortical and cortical brain regions in PS as compared with
healthy young individuals. Abnormal GluCEST contrast levels were
evident in youth at CHR for psychosis and in a small sample of
young patients with SZ. Although deﬁcits were evident across the
brain, there were regionally speciﬁc associations with symptoms.
Reduced GluCEST contrast in the frontal lobe correlated with
negative symptoms, while contrast levels in the parietal lobe
correlated with positive symptoms. To our knowledge this is the
ﬁrst report at 7 Tesla of lowered GluCEST contrast in the PS across
the cerebrum.
Assuming changes in GluCEST contrast are due primarily to
glutamate, these ﬁndings describe a pattern of abnormal brain
neurochemistry early in the course of psychosis. At ﬁrst glance our
results appear at odds with several prior MRS studies (see
reviews8,27), including the main ﬁnding of a recent comprehensive
meta-analysis.19 As documented in Merritt et al.,19 glutamatergic
metabolites are, on average, higher in ‘cases’— a designation that
includes individuals with chronic SZ, ﬁrst-episode patients and
high-risk youth—as compared with controls. Yet, a careful
examination of the region-speciﬁc effects within this metaanalysis reveals that when glutamate alone was reported
(as opposed to glutamine or glutamate+glutamine), levels tended
to be lower in cases compared with controls. Nominally lower
glutamate levels were reported in medial prefrontal cortex, frontal
white matter, medial temporal lobe and thalamus, whereas
glutamate levels were nominally elevated in the cerebellum and
signiﬁcantly elevated in only the basal ganglia (See Figure 1 in
ref. 19). In contrast, when glutamine or glutamate+glutamine (Glx)
levels were reported, cases showed consistently higher levels than
controls. The strength of this elevation, however, was dependent
upon both the speciﬁc patient subgroup (chronic SZ, high-risk
individuals or ﬁrst-episode patients) and brain region. For
example, meta-analytic results indicate that high-risk individuals
have signiﬁcantly higher Glx (d′ = 0.26) levels within the medial
frontal cortex, but nominally lower glutamate levels within the
same region. In fact, higher medial frontal Glx (as opposed to
Molecular Psychiatry (2017), 1 – 8
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glutamate or glutamine) is the only meta-analytic effect speciﬁc to
high-risk individuals. This ﬁnding is noteworthy as it indicated
elevated glutamate+glutamine, rather than glutamate alone. It is
well documented that glutamate and glutamine MRS spectra are
difﬁcult to resolve at low ﬁeld strengths and that glutamate MRS
measures are likely to have some contribution from glutamine,
albeit small.62 Thus, although our observed effects may be
contrary to prototypical MRS ﬁndings, those ﬁndings remain
somewhat ambiguous. Importantly, the GluCEST contrast is
relatively insensitive to glutamine as glutamine does not exhibit
a CEST effect.40 We therefore believe that GluCEST contrast offers
an important new window into estimating brain glutamate that
can be useful in understanding changes in the neurochemical
proﬁle in psychosis.
Our sample consisted predominantly of youth at-risk for
developing psychosis, thus our results are essentially reﬂective
of this group. GluCEST contrast ﬁndings are consistent with some,
but not all, recent spectroscopy ﬁndings in help-seeking CHR,
which similarly suggested that CHR individuals have lower brain
glutamate than healthy individuals.15,16 Initial reports using 3 T
MRI and single-voxel approaches were less consistent, yet the
ﬁndings still suggested that MRS measures of various brain
metabolites may be sensitive to heightened psychosis risk or
transition to psychosis.28,34,63 Recent evidence indicates interindividual differences in resting state glutamate (rsGlu) levels in
the dorsal anterior cingulate—a region in which we also show
signiﬁcant deﬁcits in CHR.64 However, we acknowledge that our
GluCEST contrast ﬁndings differ from meta-analytic MRS data
indicating higher Glx levels within the medial frontal cortex in
high-risk youth.19 Yet, we believe that GluCEST contrast, even in a
non-help-seeking sample such as ours, may be a relevant marker
of both functional impairment and incipient illness, potentially
enhancing our ability to identify those individuals who are truly atrisk for developing psychosis or otherwise have a poor functional
prognosis. While we have few patients with psychosis in the
current sample, our preliminary ﬁndings are consistent with some
previous proton MRS studies.31,65,66 Similar to our study, lower
glutamate and glutamine levels were found within the anterior
cingulate, albeit in the left hemisphere, in patients with SZ as
compared with healthy volunteers67 and progressively lower
glutamate levels were found in frontal cortex in chronically ill SZ
compared with HC.9 However, in contrast to our ﬁndings, other
MRS studies found never-treated young SZ had higher Glx levels
in prefrontal cortex21 and higher Gln in anterior cingulate and left
thalamus.23 These discrepancies are likely due to the insensitivity
of GluCEST to glutamine. While initial GluCEST work40,41 indicates
a high correspondence between MRS and GluCEST, a thorough
within-subjects comparison of techniques in a larger sample will
help clarify this issue.
Overall, lower GluCEST contrast across the cortex may reﬂect
dysfunctional neurotransmission or downregulation of glutamatergic synapses in psychosis.68 This may be the result of subtle, but
widespread cortical atrophy known to exist in SZ5,69–72 and CHR.58
PS individuals in the current sample had nominally lower gray
matter volumes, yet, there was no direct evidence that lower
volume in PS was mediating lower GluCEST ﬁndings. Critically, this
suggests that neurochemical changes are occurring before
signiﬁcant volumetric loss.
One proposed model of glutamate dysfunction in psychosis73
posits that the loss of inhibitory control in PFC due to NMDAmediated interneuron dysfunction leads to elevated glutamate
levels, which in turn, leads to an excitotoxic environment and
eventual loss of glutamatergic receptors. Given this model, we
might expect that cortical glutamate—and thus GluCEST contrast
—would be diffusely elevated as several other studies report,
rather than reduced, early in the course of illness. The fact that we
ﬁnd consistent reductions across all brain regions, in both
prodromal and early psychosis suggests that the sequelae of
Molecular Psychiatry (2017), 1 – 8

glutamatergic dysfunction are already well under way in the early
stages of the disorder. However, we cannot rule out the possibility
that the etiological mechanisms that give rise to reduced GluCEST
contrast in CHR and SZ subjects are not the same.
The ﬁnding of distinct, regionally speciﬁc associations of
GluCEST contrast reductions in the frontal and parietal lobes with
negative and positive symptoms, respectively, is an intriguing one.
The idea that negative symptoms arise as a consequence of
functional hypofrontality is a longstanding one that has received
substantial prior empirical support.74 Our data linking these
symptoms directly to reduced GluCEST contrast in the frontal lobe
offers a validation of this etiological model. However, the
relationship between parietal lobe dysfunction and positive
symptoms was unanticipated. Positive symptoms are usually
thought of as manifestations of medial temporal lobe limbic
system dysfunction75 or, in the case of auditory hallucinations,
abnormal activity in auditory cortex.76 We note, though, recent
reports on the effects of ketamine administration, which serves as
a pharmacological model of glutamatergic NMDA dysfunction
in SZ.77,78 In these studies of healthy subjects, ketamine altered
the fMRI BOLD response diffusely77 and elevated anterior
cingulate glutamate.78 However, symptomatic increases in positive symptoms were associated exclusively with changes in the
BOLD signal of parietal lobe regions around the paracentral
lobule77 and with elevations of anterior cingulate glutamate.78 Our
data are consistent with the suggestion that the parietal lobe has
an important role in the manifestation of positive symptoms.
Given the relationship we found between negative symptoms and
GluCEST contrast, additional inquiries into drugs that modulate
glutamatergic neurotransmission may yield novel, and possibility
individualized treatments for both negative and positive symptoms associated with SZ and youth at-risk for this disorder.
Characterization of these abnormalities in more detail in SZ is
needed to shed light on potential targets of glutamatemodulating treatment strategies.
Previous work has detailed the advantages and limitation of the
GluCEST technique.41,50 Direct conversion and comparison of
GluCEST contrast to MRS quantities is challenging, and this may
explain some of the discrepancies between previous MRS ﬁndings
and our GluCEST results. GluCEST detects glutamate contrast
through magnetization transfer between –NH2 protons and free
water. Factors such as magnetic transfer asymmetry and minor
contributions from creatine, GABA and other macromolecules40
can affect GluCEST contrast. Importantly, about 70% of the
observed CEST signal is from glutamate, with the remaining 30%
coming from other exchangeable protons (though, notably, very
little from glutamine). Despite this contamination, the GluCEST
method can be used to study relative changes in glutamate and,
in this regard, it is comparable to MRS measures.41,49 Although
MRS quantiﬁcation is more direct, even short-echo MRS still
includes signal from other macromolecules. In addition, GluCEST
has a sensitivity advantage over MRS for glutamate, which leads to
signiﬁcantly improved signal with better spatial distribution,
improving visualization of the functional excitatory system.
Moreover, information can be acquired in the same amount of
time as conventional MRS. More systematic comparisons of these
two approaches at 7 T are clearly needed to establish both
convergence and disparities. While we implement a gray matter
parcellation and use this to localize ROI, it is likely that partial
volume effects exist within our GluCEST contrast measure. Unlike
typical single-voxel MRS we are able to separate GluCEST contrast
signal from major white matter tracts post-hoc (Supplementary
Data), which we believe is a particular advantage of the GluCEST
approach. We also note that PS individuals had nominally lower
gray matter volume, which may increase saturation effects and
subsequently the GluCEST effect, but it is unclear if these subtle
changes in volume explain lower GluCEST in PS individuals. Given
technological limitations at the outset of this study, GluCEST data
© 2017 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature.
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were only acquired in a 5 mm single slice. This limited our ability
to analyze certain ROIs, due to equivocal coverage during
acquisition and our ability to compare GluCEST results with the
most robust MRS ﬁnding in the basal ganglia, medial temporal
lobe and thalamus.19 However, 3D acquisition techniques will
eliminate this concern going forward. GluCEST is speciﬁc to
glutamate, which can be considered a limitation when attempting
to compare GluCEST results with MRS data, where Glx and Gln are
directly measurable. We note that 3 of the 5 patients with SZ were
on antipsychotic medications that could lower glutamate levels in
our results. However, we ﬁnd similar deﬁcits in CHR youth who are
not medicated and other studies report signiﬁcantly lower
glutamate in never-treated SZ patients,23 thus reducing the
likelihood that these effects are medication related. Finally, our
sample size is relatively small, yet this is the largest study using 7 T
GluCEST in a patient population. We believe that this exciting new
technique enables more comprehensive assessment of glutamatergic metabolites, particularly given the overlap of resonance
frequencies of glutamate and glutamine at lower ﬁeld strengths.
Our preliminary work indicates that youth at CHR and young
patients with SZ exhibit signiﬁcant abnormalities in GluCEST
contrast across the cerebrum. We suggest that, in addition to
other metrics, neurochemical proﬁles of glutamate across the
cerebrum should be considered as markers of risk of developing a
psychotic disorder. The use of 7 T GluCEST shows promise to
further elucidate the progression of psychosis, may provide a
method for detecting neuropsychiatric disorders and could
enhance pharmacological targeting.
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